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HCP used below means Hidden Controlling Powers 

Q: Esteemed Committee, the autumn months are now here in the Northern Hemisphere and 

soon, colder weather across Europe will reveal if natural gas supplies from Russia will be 

insufficient or too expensive. Are either going to occur? 

C: The availability will be generally sufficient, but pockets of shortages will briefly occur, 

the decisions which lead to insufficient delivery have not yet been made. The very high prices 

will continue through until warmer spring months arrive, by design. 

Q: What does that mean “by design”? 

C: One objective, marvelously well reached from the perspective of the pandemic’s 

planners, was to create an inflationary environment. Forcing shutdowns and cutbacks of many 

businesses reduced goods and services available. At the same time, more money was created 

and distributed to assist the unemployed and businesses affected. The money which existed 

before pandemic related shutdowns continued to exist, but did not flow to unemployed people 

or closed business. The spark used to trigger the inflation, given more money and less products, 

was higher fuel prices. It is a simple, well understood formula to create price inflation. 

Q: The sanctions and prohibitions against Russian crude oil & natural gas have not worked, 

the Russian currency has strengthened since the seizure of Ukraine. 

C: Again, an old and well understood formula. Russia knew it could continue oil and natural 

gas exports, so Russia did not engage in currency printing to the extent which has been done 

with the Euro, the Pound Sterling and the US Dollar, to name just three.  

Q: Did the powers-who-decide know this? 

C: Of course. Subjects in need become pliable and obedient, even as they complain. Worry 

and fear are excellent short-term motivators. The HCPs have taken good advantage, for now. 

Q: “For now”? The HCPs are not going to extract long term advantage from the current 

financial situations around the world? 

C:  No higher or greater long-term advantage, above what they already had; the reason 

they were able to achieve what has come to pass now was the position already established. The 

HCPs are highly aware of what is now beginning to happen across Earth   ̶ The Shift  ̶  and they 

are concerned, even worried because they know they wield no power or influence over the 

events already in place and to come. As a result, they seek greater control; wealth provides it, 

fear being the tool employed. 

Q: A reader recently sent me a video with images I didn’t understand well overall, 

accompanied by the voice of a doctor, so said the speaker. It explains the intentionally harmful 

effects of the mRNA injections and planned effects caused, by the initial injection and boosters. 

Essentially the speaker, by  her own words a doctor, said the mRNA injections contain hostile 

bacteria and viruses, such as the HIV, intended to reduce and eventually eliminate white blood 

cell production. In other words, to reduce then eliminate the immune system. If any of this is  

 



true, that’s genocidal on a global scale. My skeptical mind wants to know what research was 

done on injection recipients to link immune response reduction to the injections, not offered or 

explained in the video. I also wonder how routine medical exams would not uncover abnormal 

white blood cell counts.  

[Reader sidebar: years ago living at 2,600m altitude    ̶8,600 feet for us foot friendly folks, the FFFs  ̶ 

routine check-ups revealed abnormally high white blood cell counts for a person living at sea level 

up to about 1,500 feet (450m) altitude, but normal for high altitude. Doctors check red & white 

blood cell counts routinely.] 

How much of what the doctor alleges in the video is true? Included in her statements were that 

100% of test animals died during the production of the virus and that whatever condition a 

patient already had before receiving the injection, would worsen. The pathogens in the injection 

would aggravate it. 

C: A good deal of it is true, and this accounts for the abnormally high death rates occurring 

around the world. Not every dose of the mRNA injection was intentionally contaminated, this 

was done selectively to test the effects, which have occurred as intended.  

Q: Humans killing off other humans in the name of good health, safety and protection? 

C: Recall how the Nazi Regime first justified rounding up Jews for their protection. This is 

not new among humans. Humans die anyway, the powerful are detached enough from the lives 

of most humans plus addicted enough to the control they exercise, to make this possible. This 

has always been the case. We draw your attention to recent comments made by the now 

former chief financial officer of Twitter, who was just relieved of his job after the sale of the 

company. This former executive, who will receive several tens of millions of dollars upon being 

sacked, in addition to what he earned during his years at that company, is complaining about 

the mental pressure from the job. How many humans work several years, remain alive and 

healthy if not stressed and tired, earning several tens of millions of dollars along the way? How 

many people suffer equivalent or superior job-related stress, turmoil & pressure, but earn a tiny 

fraction of the money involved with this executive? This brief insight into a low-level employee 

of the HCPs is likewise a brief glimpse, a quick glance, into the mentality and perspective of the 

HCPs.  

Q: The husband of the USA’s Speaker of the House was just attacked and hospitalized in 

their San Francisco, California home. [In the USA, the Speaker of the House of Representatives 

is second in the line of succession for the Presidency and is the General Manager of the House 

of Representatives in the USA’s parliament or legislative chamber.] Was this a random 

occurrence or is there more to the story, especially how an intruder attacker was able to enter 

such a house? 

C: There is much more to the story, much of which will not be revealed. As you might have 

noted, the intruder was reported to have used only a hammer as the attack tool, yet managed 

to enter without permission or resistance from security. The intruder is reported to have asked 

about the presence of the victim’s wife, indicating the intruder knew the possibility such target 

might be there, but broke in anyway without knowing or making the effort to find out? 

Q: Y’all know the answers to these questions?  

C: Yes, but better for the people involved and observing, who might be affected, to see for  



Themselves, as information is both revealed and concealed. 

Q: Rumors swirl that diesel fuel supplies in the USA are falling quickly, that shortfalls loom 

within a month. Will industry and transportation be cut back because of this actually 

happening? 

C: No, what will happen is a price increase. This is also by design. 

Q: Who is designing shortfalls in diesel production? 

C: The same people who have designed then implemented policies to reduce supply of 

crude oil, who are not the apparent announcers of these changes. Production of gasoline, diesel 

fuel, naphtha, kerosene and many distilled derivatives of crude oil can and will be shifted, the 

variations which result will be price increases for products in less abundant supply. 

Q: There are also reports of heating oil being rationed in the USA, especially the 

northeastern part of the country where use is more common. Will supplies catch up before the 

now smaller amounts delivered run out? 

C: Yes, but at higher prices.  

Q: How was the new but now “old” UK Prime Minister Liz Truss allowed to flame out after 

only a month and a half? Doesn’t the position come with strict instructions or did Liz Truss not 

follow them? 

C: Yes it does and you are correct, she did not obey.    

Q: A reader here recently commented about the possibility of Scotland once again voting to 

secede from the United Kingdom. Is that going to happen anytime in the next few years? 

C: As things stand now, no. If minds and hearts change, such decision is not yet taken, 

Scotland will not be permitted to secede. The matter will be crude oil production in what would 

become sovereign Scottish waters of the North Sea, unable to be controlled by England or what 

would remain of the United Kingdom. If the decision to hold a secession vote comes to pass, 

the election will be fixed to ensure Scotland cannot secede. The notion that the ability to leave 

is an option and a viable one, is naïve optimism. The HCPs would never permit this; as evidence 

we cite the recent installation then rejection of a Prime Minister in just 44 days.  

Q: In another tale of censorship, the purportedly wealthiest man on Earth has just taken 

over Twitter and gotten rid of top managers. Press reports say many users are tweeting vile 

things in attempts to test limits. What’s in store for the company, especially how news reports 

also say another big social media company, Facebook and/or Metaverse, is losing a lot of 

money? 

C: Facebook will continue a slow decline as its popularity fades, as occurs with many fads 

and newfound things. Factors contributing to this are competition plus Facebook’s 

manipulation efforts. Twitter will experience a brief return to general popularity, but no great 

social benefit will derive. The organization drove its popularity for a time by actively censoring 

organizations and people of prominence, among the dimwitted user demographic who liked 

the notion of clamping down on disliked ideas. This was an astute, shrewd move even if driven 

by a general lack of shrewd thinking. It was motivated by close minded, highly hypocritical 

idealism which worked for a short time to success.  

 



Q: Elections are less than two weeks away in the USA. The speculation is vigorous about 

which party will gain or retain power of which or both chambers of Congress. Can you predict 

what will happen? 

C:      Democrats will lose control of both chambers. Soon after newly elected and re-elected 

members are seated, Donald Trump will announce his candidacy for the White House in twenty 

twenty four. The strategy will be to draw incoming fire from the political opposition who are, to 

their detriment, too emotional and insufficiently strategic, and to ride the wave of newly 

invigorated party popularity the control of Congress provides. The flurry of attacks, criticisms 

and denouncements of Trump will fade from effectiveness long before the election occurs.  

Q: Will President Biden come under pressure to resign? 

C: Yes, and if he resists, which is extremely unlikely, he will be removed in a seemingly 

plausible manner, an explanation given which makes his departure seem acceptable. This will 

be a political mistake for his party to get rid of him, the vast majority of whom will fare better if 

they do not succumb to their urges, however few in the party have or retain the ability to reign 

in their proclivities. The looming battle will be damaging to the party’s brand, as they urges and 

proclivities, which will be to nominate a vice presidential replacement entirely unpalatable to 

the controlling opposition party, who will largely succeed in making the new president and her 

party seem inept, on top of the general perception of incompetence already in effect in many 

segments of the electorate.  

Q: Press speculation abounds that Vladimir Putin is seriously ill, mentally infirm and on his 

way out. Is there any truth to this? 

C: Yes, but very little. Putin plans to remain in power until the seizure of territory from and 

split of Ukraine has been stabilized. His strategy is unfolding as planned, the weak USA response 

is evidence of the weak deterrence the USA’s presidential administration presented, which led 

to the invasion and seizure.  

Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee. 

C: Our honor to address the questions, do return soon one and all.   

 


